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NLP Beyond English

‣ An overwhelming majority of NLP research focuses on English!

How to build non-English NLP systems?
‣ translate baseline
‣ monolingual LMs for each language
‣ multilingual LMs
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Translate Baseline

Pros:
‣ Straightforward to implement
‣ Strong baseline, especially for classification tasks

Cons:
‣ Suffers from cascading errors
‣ Limited to languages that translation systems support
‣ Can be slow and computationally expensive
‣ Translation is fundamentally lossy?

español english
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Challenges with Monolingual LMs

‣ There is not enough unlabeled data for each language

Credit: Graham Neubig



Challenges with Monolingual LMs

‣ Compute and complexity of serving 100-1000s of different models

Credit: Graham Neubig
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Multilingual Language Models?

Promises:
● Share world knowledge, syntax, etc. across languages?
● Use related languages to enhance transfer?
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Non-English Tokenizers

‣ We can use standard BPE tokenizers
○ massively increase vocab size (50k         250k+)

‣ Or use unicode byte-level models



Data Resampling
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Data Resampling

Credit: Graham Neubig



Translation MLM

‣ If I have translation data, can use it to enhance masked LM training



Existing Multilingual Language Models



Multilingual Few-shot Learning
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